
             I вариант

• Loop - Цикл
• Range  -  Диапазон
• Index – Индекс
• Delete - Удалить
• Whole numbers – Целые числа
• Separate - Отдельный
• Descending  order – По убыванию
• Greater - Больше
• Minimum – Минимальный
• Return - Возврат

         
 II вариант

• Cycle - Цикл
• Value - Значение
• Element - Элемент
• Remove - Удалить
• Integer – Целое число
• Single – Один
• Ascending order – По возрастанию
• Previous – Предыдущий
• Maximum – Максимальный
• Enlarge - Увеличить

Check yourself!

10, 9 – «5»
8, 7 – «4»
6, 5 – «3»



Vocabulary & terminology part

Establish  -   Установить
Scope   - Объем
Obtain -   Получать
Major -   Главный
Deliverables – Ожидаемые результаты
Milestone – Рубеж
Contribute – Способствовать
Provide – Предоставлять
Extensive – Обширный
Deadline – Крайний срок
Outline – Контур
Duration - Продолжительность



How can I make the world better?



Theme: Introduction to project 
preparation and planning

the goal of the lesson: to formulate 
a problem for the project, to draw 
up a plan of work on the project



You will:
- identify a problem;

- learn how to plan solving a problem by 
project approach;

- get information how to write a project plan in 
8 simple steps



WHAT IS PROJECT PLANNING? 

Project planning is the process of establishing the 
scope, defining the objectives and steps to obtain 
them. It is one of the most important of the processes 
that make up project management. The output of the 
project planning process is a project management 
plan.



HOW TO WRITE A PROJECT PLAN IN 8 SIMPLE STEPS: 
Step One: Understand the scope and value of your project plan 
- What are the major deliverables? - Who is on the project team and what 
role will they play in those deliverables? - When will the team meet 
milestones, and when will other members of the team play a role in 
contributing to or providing feedback on those deliverables? 
Step Two: Conduct extensive research 
Step Three: Ask the tough questions 
- Has your team discussed how you will gather feedback? - What is the 
project deadline? - How did it go? 
Step Four: Create your project plan outline
 - Deliverables and the tasks taken to create them - Timeframes associated 
with tasks - Ideas on resources needed for tasks 
Step Five: Talk with your team - Starting a project must begin with clear 
communication of the project goals and the effort required to meet them. 
Step Six: Write your full project plan 
Step Seven: Publish your plan 
- Ask someone on your team to review it It'll take someone 10 minutes and 
you'll have peace of mind 
Step Eight: Share your plan with the team and make sure they read it! 
- Use some formatting skills to make tasks durations, milestones and dates 
are crystal clear.



  Litercy:
1. Why planning a project is so important? 
2. What is the difference between teamwork 
and self-work while making a project? 
3. How would end project without any plans? 
4. What is more important to have a plan or to 
have an aim? 



Home work

• Paragraph 4.1; learn words (page 62)



Reflection

      «Smilies»

     Если было трудно – смайлик весёлый

     Если было легко – смайлик грустный


